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Author's response to reviews:

Dear editor,

We made a few editorial changes to our manuscript, as described below:

1. Page 1, Email addresses: "andre.Ravel" was changed to "andre.ravel".
2. Page 10 line 8: a missing parenthesis was added after "(Table 1".
3. Page 10 line 15: (P<0.0001, LRT) was changed to "(P<0.001, LRT)"
4. Page 12 line 21: an extra space was removed between reference and period ("[21].")
5. Page 13 line 5: the reference "[21] [23-25]" was changed to "[21, 23-25]"
6. Page 13 lines 9 and 15: an extra space was removed between reference and period ("[29]." and "[31].")
9. Page 23, Figure 1. "Bottom: Cases" was changed to "Bottom: cases"

Best regards,
Julie Arsenault